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Big Data: Conceptual Analysis and Applications
2019-03-20

the book is devoted to the analysis of big data in order to extract from these data hidden patterns necessary for making decisions about the rational
behavior of complex systems with the different nature that generate this data to solve these problems a group of new methods and tools is used based
on the self organization of computational processes the use of crisp and fuzzy cluster analysis methods hybrid neural fuzzy networks and others the
book solves various practical problems in particular for the tasks of 3d image recognition and automatic speech recognition large scale neural networks
with applications for deep learning systems were used application of hybrid neuro fuzzy networks for analyzing stock markets was presented the
analysis of big historical economic and physical data revealed the hidden fibonacci pattern about the course of systemic world conflicts and their
connection with the kondratieff big economic cycles and the schwabe wolf solar activity cycles the book is useful for system analysts and practitioners
working with complex systems in various spheres of human activity

Data Analysis and Applications 1
2019-03-04

this series of books collects a diverse array of work that provides the reader with theoretical and applied information on data analysis methods models
and techniques along with appropriate applications volume 1 begins with an introductory chapter by gilbert saporta a leading expert in the field who
summarizes the developments in data analysis over the last 50 years the book is then divided into three parts part 1 presents clustering and regression
cases part 2 examines grouping and decomposition garch and threshold models structural equations and sme modeling and part 3 presents symbolic
data analysis time series and multiple choice models modeling in demography and data mining

Complex Analysis with Applications in Science and Engineering
2007-10-18

the second edition of this acclaimed text helps you apply theory to real world applications in mathematics physics and engineering it easily guides you
through complex analysis with its excellent coverage of topics such as series residues and the evaluation of integrals multi valued functions conformal
mapping dispersion relations and analytic continuation worked examples plus a large number of assigned problems help you understand how to apply
complex concepts and build your own skills by putting them into practice this edition features many new problems revised sections and an entirely new
chapter on analytic continuation



Real Analysis with an Introduction to Wavelets and Applications
2004-12-31

real analysis with an introduction to wavelets and applications is an in depth look at real analysis and its applications including an introduction to
wavelet analysis a popular topic in applied real analysis this text makes a very natural connection between the classic pure analysis and the applied
topics including measure theory lebesgue integral harmonic analysis and wavelet theory with many associated applications the text is relatively
elementary at the start but the level of difficulty steadily increases the book contains many clear detailed examples case studies and exercises many
real world applications relating to measure theory and pure analysis introduction to wavelet analysis

Data Envelopment Analysis: Theory, Methodology, and Applications
1995-07-31

this book represents a milestone in the progression of data envelop ment analysis dea it is the first reference text which includes a comprehensive
review and comparative discussion of the basic dea models the development is anchored in a unified mathematical and graphical treatment and
includes the most important modeling ex tensions in addition this is the first book that addresses the actual process of conducting dea analyses
including combining dea and 1 parametric techniques the book has three other distinctive features it traces the applications driven evolution and
diffusion of dea models and extensions across disciplinary boundaries it includes a comprehensive bibliography to serve as a source of references as
well as a platform for further develop ments and finally the power of dea analysis is demonstrated through fifteen novel applications which should
serve as an inspiration for future applications and extensions of the methodology the origin of this book was a conference on new uses of dea in 2
management and public policy which was held at the ic institute of the university of texas at austin on september 27 29 1989 the conference was
made possible through nsf grant ses 8722504 a charnes and 2 w w cooper co pis and the support of the ic institute

Complex Analysis and Applications, Second Edition
1991-12-03

this comprehensive well planned text offers broad coverage and a wide range of examples and problems to meet the various needs of undergraduate
engineering mathematics and applied mathematics courses as they evolve in line with changes of emphasis and application essential results and
methods are summarized where appropriate to make the material easily accessible the book includes not only the standard problems students might
expect but also those that will occur in actual practice when slightly different formulations are involved the main structure of the text follows the
generally established pattern of chapter headings for a book on complex analysis but the order in which the topics are presented is unique the
approach adopted with this book distinguishes it from other texts in part because of the care that has been taken in how old and new topics are



discussed as well as in the interconnections that are established between the chapters including their order of presentation students will be able to
apply their mathematical knowledge more effectively if they understand the interconnections between different branches of mathematics such as
engineering mathematics and applied mathematics

Machine Learning and Big Data Analytics Paradigms: Analysis, Applications and
Challenges
2020-12-14

this book is intended to present the state of the art in research on machine learning and big data analytics the accepted chapters covered many
themes including artificial intelligence and data mining applications machine learning and applications deep learning technology for big data analytics
and modeling simulation and security with big data it is a valuable resource for researchers in the area of big data analytics and its applications

Global and Stochastic Analysis with Applications to Mathematical Physics
2010-12-07

methods of global analysis and stochastic analysis are most often applied in mathematical physics as separate entities thus forming important
directions in the field however while combination of the two subject areas is rare it is fundamental for the consideration of a broader class of problems
this book develops methods of global analysis and stochastic analysis such that their combination allows one to have a more or less common treatment
for areas of mathematical physics that traditionally are considered as divergent and requiring different methods of investigation global and stochastic
analysis with applications to mathematical physics covers branches of mathematics that are currently absent in monograph form through the
demonstration of new topics of investigation and results both in traditional and more recent problems this book offers a fresh perspective on ordinary
and stochastic differential equations and inclusions in particular given in terms of nelson s mean derivatives on linear spaces and manifolds topics
covered include classical mechanics on non linear configuration spaces problems of statistical and quantum physics and hydrodynamics a self
contained book that provides a large amount of preliminary material and recent results which will serve to be a useful introduction to the subject and a
valuable resource for further research it will appeal to researchers graduate and phd students working in global analysis stochastic analysis and
mathematical physics

Time Series Analysis and Its Applications
2014-01-15



an accessible and clear introduction to linear algebra with a focus on matrices and engineering applications providing comprehensive coverage of
matrix theory from a geometric and physical perspective fundamentals of matrix analysis with applications describes the functionality of matrices and
their ability to quantify and analyze many practical applications written by a highly qualified author team the book presents tools for matrix analysis
and is illustrated with extensive examples and software implementations beginning with a detailed exposition and review of the gauss elimination
method the authors maintain readers interest with refreshing discussions regarding the issues of operation counts computer speed and precision
complex arithmetic formulations parameterization of solutions and the logical traps that dictate strict adherence to gauss s instructions the book
heralds matrix formulation both as notational shorthand and as a quantifier of physical operations such as rotations projections reflections and the
gauss reductions inverses and eigenvectors are visualized first in an operator context before being addressed computationally least squares theory is
expounded in all its manifestations including optimization orthogonality computational accuracy and even function theory fundamentals of matrix
analysis with applications also features novel approaches employed to explicate the qr singular value schur and jordan decompositions and their
applications coverage of the role of the matrix exponential in the solution of linear systems of differential equations with constant coefficients chapter
by chapter summaries review problems technical writing exercises select solutions and group projects to aid comprehension of the presented concepts
fundamentals of matrix analysis with applications is an excellent textbook for undergraduate courses in linear algebra and matrix theory for students
majoring in mathematics engineering and science the book is also an accessible go to reference for readers seeking clarification of the fine points of
kinematics circuit theory control theory computational statistics and numerical algorithms

Introducing Communication Theory
2017-06-16

本書は 国際的に大きな注目を集める東アジア各国 日本 韓国 中国 の 標準必須特許 standard essential patents sep 法政策を網羅した英文著作です 欧州において発展した当該法政策に係る不可欠施設法理の法令 ガイドラインと諸判例を紹介するとともに
欧州の同法理をもとに近時に独自発展のうえ国際紛争課題となりつつある日本 韓国 中国における 標準必須特許 法政策の現状と課題について法令 ガイドラインと諸判例の解説を行います 本書は全編英語で執筆されています 目次 chapter 1 introduction
influence of the european legal analysis to east asian countries chapter 2 ip enforcement situation of japan chapter 3 restriction of ip enforcement
situation in europe chapter 4 sep enforcement samsung s sep cases in japan and europe chapter 5 sep enforcement implication of samsung s sep
cases for east asia chapter 6 conclusion regulatory competition situation in east asia

Fundamentals of Matrix Analysis with Applications
2015-10-12

this up to date second edition provides a comprehensive examination of the theory and application of statistical energy analysis sea in acoustics and
vibration complete with examples and data taken from real problems this unique book also explores the influence of computers on sea and emphasizes
computer based sea calculations in addition to a discussion of the relationship between sea and other procedures used in response estimation theory
and application of statistical energy anlaysis second edition explores the basic relationships between model and wave descriptions of systems



Analysis of Enforcement of Intellectual Property Rights Related to Standard Technology
in East Asia and Europe
2021-02-26

presents a series of tutorial and research papers on the applications of flow analysis as well as its methods and underlying theory preface

Theory and Application of Statistical Energy Analysis
2014-06-28

this book brings together recent advances in tensor analysis and studies of its invariants such as twistors spinors kinematic tensors and others
belonging to tensor algebras with extended structures to lie algebras kac moody algebras and enveloping algebras among others chapters cover such
topics as classical tensors and bilinear forms tensors for exploring space time tensor applications in geometry and continuum media and advanced
topics in tensor analysis such as invariant theory derived categories hypercohomologies k modules extensions of kinematic tensors infinite dimensional
operators and more

Program Flow Analysis
1981

this collection of contributed chapters demonstrates a wide range of applications within two overlapping research domains social media analysis and
social network analysis various methodologies were utilized in the twelve individual chapters including static dynamic and real time approaches to
graph textual and multimedia data analysis the topics apply to reputation computation emotion detection topic evolution rumor propagation evaluation
of textual opinions friend ranking analysis of public transportation networks diffusion in dynamic networks analysis of contributors to communities of
open source software developers biometric template generation as well as analysis of user behavior within heterogeneous environments of cultural
educational centers addressing these challenging applications is what makes this edited volume of interest to researchers and students focused on
social media and social network analysis

Advances on Tensor Analysis and their Applications
2020-09-09



this book presents a hybrid static dynamic approach for efficient performance analysis of parallel applications on hpc systems performance analysis is
essential to finding performance bottlenecks and understanding the performance behaviors of parallel applications on hpc systems however current
performance analysis techniques usually incur significant overhead our book introduces a series of approaches for lightweight performance analysis we
combine static and dynamic analysis to reduce the overhead of performance analysis based on this hybrid static dynamic approach we then propose
several innovative techniques for various performance analysis scenarios including communication analysis memory analysis noise analysis
computation analysis and scalability analysis through these specific performance analysis techniques we convey to readers the idea of using static
analysis to support dynamic analysis to gain the most from the book readers should have a basic grasp of parallel computing computer architecture
and compilation techniques

Applications of Social Media and Social Network Analysis
2015-05-28

reprint with corrections originally published new york wiley c1983

Performance Analysis of Parallel Applications for HPC
2023-09-09

functional analysis owes its origms to the discovery of certain striking analogies between apparently distinct disciplines of mathematics such as
analysis algebra and geometry at the turn of the nineteenth century a number of observations made sporadically over the preceding years began to
inspire systematic investigations into the common features of these three disciplines which have developed rather independently of each other for so
long it was found that many concepts of this triad analysis algebra geometry could be incorporated into a single but considerably more abstract new
discipline which came to be called functional analysis in this way many aspects of analysis and algebra acquired unexpected and pro found geometric
meaning while geometric methods inspired new lines of approach in analysis and algebra a first significant step toward the unification and
generalization of algebra analysis and geometry was taken by hilbert in 1906 who studied the collection later called 1 composed of infinite sequences x
xb x 2 2 x of numbers satisfying the condition that the sum ik 1 x 2 converges k k the collection 12 became a prototype of the class of collections
known today as hilbert spaces

Time Series and System Analysis with Applications
1990

this book addresses the impacts of various types of services such as infrastructure platforms software and business processes that cloud computing



and big data have introduced into business featuring chapters which discuss effective and efficient approaches in dealing with the inherent complexity
and increasing demands in data science a variety of application domains are covered various case studies by data management and analysis experts
are presented in these chapters covered applications include banking social networks bioinformatics healthcare transportation and criminology
highlighting the importance of big data management and analysis for various applications will provide the reader with an understanding of how data
management and analysis are adapted to these applications this book will appeal to researchers and professionals in the field

Applications of Functional Analysis in Engineering
2013-03-09

document analysis systems and techniques agraphics recognition system for interpretation of line drawings automation recognition of engineering
drawings and maps image analysis techniques for geographic information systems digital image processing and tree dimensional reconstruction in the
basic neurociences applying digital processing methods in the analysis of retinal structure visual percepition using a blackbord architeture analysis of
high resolution aerial images image formation and characterization for tree dimensional vision enhancement of fingerprints using digital and optical
techniques the digital morphological sampling theorem

Highlighting the Importance of Big Data Management and Analysis for Various
Applications
2017-08-22

regression analysis and its application a data oriented approach answers the need for researchers and students who would like a better understanding
of classical regression analysis useful either as a textbook or as a reference source this book bridges the gap between the purely theoretical coverage
of regression analysis and its practical application the book presents regression analysis in the general context of data analysis using a teach by
example format it contains ten major data sets along with several smaller ones to illustrate the common characteristics of regression data and
properties of statistics that are employed in regression analysis the book covers model misspecification residual analysis multicollinearity and biased
regression estimators it also focuses on data collection model assumptions and the interpretation of parameter estimates complete with an extensive
bibliography regression analysis and its application is suitable for statisticians graduate and upper level undergraduate students and research
scientists in biometry business ecology economics education engineering mathematics physical sciences psychology and sociology in addition data
collection agencies in the government and private sector will benefit from the book



Image Analysis Applications
1990-05-25

statistical applications for environmental analysis and risk assessment guides readers through real world situations and the best statistical methods
used to determine the nature and extent of the problem evaluate the potential human health and ecological risks and design and implement remedial
systems as necessary featuring numerous worked examples using actual data and ready made software scripts statistical applications for
environmental analysis and risk assessment also includes descriptions of basic statistical concepts and principles in an informal style that does not
presume prior familiarity with the subject detailed illustrations of statistical applications in the environmental and related water resources fields using
real world data in the contexts that would typically be encountered by practitioners software scripts using the high powered statistical software system
r and supplemented by usepa s proucl and usdoe s vsp software packages which are all freely available coverage of frequent data sample issues such
as non detects outliers skewness sustained and cyclical trend that habitually plague environmental data samples clear demonstrations of the crucial
but often overlooked role of statistics in environmental sampling design and subsequent exposure risk assessment

Regression Analysis and its Application
2018-04-27

a design reference for engineers developing composite components for automotive chassis suspension and drivetrain applications this book provides a
theoretical background for the development of elements of car suspensions it begins with a description of the elastic kinematics of the vehicle and
closed form solutions for the vertical and lateral dynamics it evaluates the vertical lateral and roll stiffness of the vehicle and explains the necessity of
the modelling of the vehicle stiffness the composite materials for the suspension and powertrain design are discussed and their mechanical properties
are provided the book also looks at the basic principles for the design optimization using composite materials and mass reduction principles
additionally references and conclusions are presented in each chapter design and analysis of composite structures for automotive applications chassis
and drivetrain offers complete coverage of chassis components made of composite materials and covers elastokinematics and component compliances
of vehicles it looks at parts made of composite materials such as stabilizer bars wheels half axes springs and semi trail axles the book also provides
information on leaf spring assembly for motor vehicles and motor vehicle springs comprising composite materials covers the basic principles for the
design optimization using composite materials and mass reduction principles evaluates the vertical lateral and roll stiffness of the vehicle and explains
the modelling of the vehicle stiffness discusses the composite materials for the suspension and powertrain design features closed form solutions of
problems for car dynamics explained in details and illustrated pictorially design and analysis of composite structures for automotive applications
chassis and drivetrain is recommended primarily for engineers dealing with suspension design and development and those who graduated from
automotive or mechanical engineering courses in technical high school or in other higher engineering schools



Statistical Applications for Environmental Analysis and Risk Assessment
2014-05-06

a self study exam preparatory guide for financial technical analysis certifications written by the course director and owner of tradermasterclass com a
leading source of live and online courses in trading technical analysis and money management a handbook of technical analysis the practitioner s
comprehensive guide to technical analysis is the first financial technical analysis examination preparatory book in the market it is appropriate for
students taking ifta cfte level i and ii us sta diploma uk dip ta aus and mta cmt level i ii and iii exams in financial technical analysis as well as for
students in undergraduate graduate or mba courses the book is also an excellent resource for serious traders and technical analysts and includes a
chapter dedicated to advanced money management techniques this chapter helps complete a student s education and also provides indispensable
knowledge for forex bond stock futures cfd and option traders learn the definitions concepts application integration and execution of technical based
trading tools and approaches integrate innovative techniques for pinpointing and handling market reversals understand trading mechanisms and
advanced money management techniques examine the weaknesses of popular technical approaches and find more effective solutions the book allows
readers to test their current knowledge and then check their learning with end of chapter test questions that span essays multiple choice and chart
based annotation exercises this handbook is an essential resource for students instructors and practitioners in the field alongside the handbook the
author will also publish two full exam preparatory workbooks and a bonus online q a test bank built around the most popular professional examinations
in financial technical analysis

Design and Analysis of Composite Structures for Automotive Applications
2019-06-10

whether for computer evaluation of otherworldly terrain or the latest high definition 3d blockbuster digital image processing involves the acquisition
analysis and processing of visual information by computer and requires a unique skill set that has yet to be defined a single text until now taking an
applications oriented engineering approach digital image processing and analysis provides the tools for developing and advancing computer and
human vision applications and brings image processing and analysis together into a unified framework providing information and background in a
logical as needed fashion the author presents topics as they become necessary for understanding the practical imaging model under study he offers a
conceptual presentation of the material for a solid understanding of complex topics and discusses the theory and foundations of digital image
processing and the algorithm development needed to advance the field with liberal use of color through out and more materials on the processing of
color images than the previous edition this book provides supplementary exercises a new chapter on applications and two major new tools that allow
for batch processing the analysis of imaging algorithms and the overall research and development of imaging applications it includes two new software
tools the computer vision and image processing algorithm test and analysis tool cvip atat and the cvip feature extraction and pattern classification tool
cvip fepc divided into five major sections this book provides the concepts and models required to analyze digital images and develop computer vision
and human consumption applications as well as all the necessary information to use the cviptools environment for algorithm development making it an



ideal reference tool for this fast growing field

Advanced Vector Analysis
1943

an up to date rigorous and lucid treatment of the theory methods and applications of regression analysis and thus ideally suited for those interested in
the theory as well as those whose interests lie primarily with applications it is further enhanced through real life examples drawn from many disciplines
showing the difficulties typically encountered in the practice of regression analysis consequently this book provides a sound foundation in the theory of
this important subject

Elementary Vector Analysis
1939

this book companion to foundations of location analysis springer 2011 highlights some of the applications of location analysis within the spheres of
businesses those that deal with public services and applications that deal with law enforcement and first responders while the foundations book
reviewed the theory and first contributions this book describes how different location techniques have been used to solve real problems since many
real problems comprise multiple objectives in this book there is more presence of tools from multicriteria decision making and multiple objective
optimization the section on business applications looks at such problems as locating bank branches the potential location of a logistics park sustainable
forest management and layout problems in a hospital a much more difficult type of problem than mere location problems the section on public services
presents chapters on the design of habitats for wildlife control of forest fires the location of intelligent sensors along highways for timely emergency
response locating breast cancer screening centers an economic analysis for the locations of post offices and school location the final section of the
book includes chapters on the well known problem of locating fire stations a model for the location of sensors for travel time information the problem of
police districting locations of jails location of coast guard vessels and finally a survey of military applications of location analysis throughout different
periods of recent history

Application of Computers to Engineering Analysis
1971

failure analysis in engineering applications deals with equipment and machine design together with examples of failures and countermeasures to avoid
such failures this book analyzes failures in facilities or structures and the ways to prevent them from happening in the future the author describes
conventional terms associated with failure or states of failure including the strength of materials as well as the procedure in failure analysis materials



used design stress service conditions simulation examination of results the author also describes the mechanism of fatigue failure and prediction
methods to estimate the remaining life of affected structures the author cites some precautions to be followed in actual failure analysis such as
detailed observation on the fracture site removal of surface deposits for example rusts without altering the fracture size or shape the book gives
examples of analysis of failure involving a crane head sheave hanger wire rope transmission shaft environmental failure of fastening screws and
failures in rail joints this book is intended for civil and industrial engineers for technical designers or engineers involved in the maintenance of
equipment machineries and structures

The Handbook of Technical Analysis + Test Bank
2015-12-07

this book is an up to date introduction to univariate spectral analysis aimed at graduate students which reflects a new scientific awareness of spectral
complexity as well as the widespread use of spectral analysis on digital computers with considerable computational power the text provides theoretical
and computational guidance on the available techniques emphasizing those that work in practice it gives equal weight to both algorithms and
statistical theory and is valuable for the many examples it gives showing the application of spectral analysis to real data sets the book is unique in
placing special emphasis on the multitaper technique which can successfully handle spectra with intricate structure and data with or without spectral
lines the text contains a large number of exercises

Digital Image Processing and Analysis
2016-04-19

this book consists of nine papers covering a number of basic ideas concepts and methods of nonlinear analysis as well as some current research
problems thus the reader is introduced to the fascinating theory around brouwer s fixed point theorem to granas theory of topological transversality
and to some advanced techniques of critical point theory and fixed point theory other topics include discontinuous differential equations new results of
metric fixed point theory robust tracker design problems for various classes of nonlinear systems and periodic solutions in computer virus propagation
models

Regression Analysis
1997-04-01

this book provides a broad coverage of the recent advances in robustness analysis in decision aiding optimization and analytics it offers a
comprehensive illustration of the challenges that robustness raises in different operations research and management science or ms contexts and the



methodologies proposed from multiple perspectives aside from covering recent methodological developments this volume also features applications of
robust techniques in engineering and management thus illustrating the robustness issues raised in real world problems and their resolution within
advances in or ms methodologies robustness analysis seeks to address issues by promoting solutions which are acceptable under a wide set of
hypotheses assumptions and estimates in or ms robustness has been mostly viewed in the context of optimization under uncertainty several scholars
however have emphasized the multiple facets of robustness analysis in a broader or ms perspective that goes beyond the traditional framework
seeking to cover the decision support nature of or ms methodologies as well as new challenges emerge in a big data era where the information volume
speed of flow and complexity increase rapidly and analytics play a fundamental role for strategic and operational decision making at a global level
robustness issues such as the ones covered in this book become more relevant than ever for providing sound decision support through more powerful
analytic tools

Applications of Location Analysis
2015-09-22

an introduction to nonlinear analysis theory is an overview of some basic important aspects of nonlinear analysis with an emphasis on those not
included in the classical treatment of the field today nonlinear analysis is a very prolific part of modern mathematical analysis with fascinating theory
and many different applications ranging from mathematical physics and engineering to social sciences and economics topics covered in this book
include the necessary background material from topology measure theory and functional analysis banach space theory the text also deals with
multivalued analysis and basic features of nonsmooth analysis providing a solid background for the more applications oriented material of the book an
introduction to nonlinear analysis applications by the same authors the book is self contained and accessible to the newcomer complete with numerous
examples exercises and solutions it is a valuable tool not only for specialists in the field interested in technical details but also for scientists entering
nonlinear analysis in search of promising directions for research

The Application of Quaternions to the Analysis of Internal Stress
1898

in the era of social connectedness people are becoming increasingly enthusiastic about interacting sharing and collaborating through online
collaborative media however conducting sentiment analysis on these platforms can be challenging especially for business professionals who are using
them to collect vital data sentiment analysis and knowledge discovery in contemporary business is an essential reference source that discusses
applications of sentiment analysis as well as data mining machine learning algorithms and big data streams in business environments featuring
research on topics such as knowledge retrieval and knowledge updating this book is ideally designed for business managers academicians business
professionals researchers graduate level students and technology developers seeking current research on data collection and management to drive
profit



Failure Analysis in Engineering Applications
2014-05-15

注目を集めるccba 試験の公認テキストがついに登場 ccba certification of competency in business analysis は ビジネスアナリストの専門知識とスキルレベルを認定する資格試験のエントリーレベルの資格で 2011年末から日本語
試験がスタートします ビジネスアナリストは 業務分析や要求分析などを行う専門家で 近年 システムインテグレーターや金融業 製造業 医薬品業 保険業といったユーザー企業の情報システム部から注目を集めています このビジネスアナリストが実施すべきことを体系的にまとめた
ものが カナダの標準団体iibaが発行する babok で ccba試験ではbabokに関する知識を有しているかが問われます 本書は iibaの教育機関の講師が書き下ろした 信頼性の高いテキストです 要点整理 演習問題 模擬試験 の3ステップで学習することによって 非
常に効果的に受験準備をすることができます 日本語試験の受験を控えている方はもちろん ビジネスアナリストやbabokに関心があるという方まで 幅広い層にお勧めです

Spectral Analysis for Physical Applications
1993-06-03

Nonlinear Functional Analysis and Its Applications
2021-04-14

Elementary vector analysis with application to geometry and mechanics
1967

Robustness Analysis in Decision Aiding, Optimization, and Analytics
2016-07-12

An Introduction to Nonlinear Analysis: Theory
2003



Sentiment Analysis and Knowledge Discovery in Contemporary Business
2018-08-31

Business Analysis教科書 BABOK CCBA
2012-04-24
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